The Heaton Wine & Spirits Co., Inc.,
of New York and Chicago Presents

• ROSS'S No. I & R. B. VAT
  by Ross Brothers, Leith, Scotland. Est. 1817
  Two of the world's finest, mellowest old Scotch whiskys—aged over six and ten years respectively—favorites with the smartest British regiments and found in the most exclusive clubs, hotels and restaurants all over the world. There is no finer Scotch whisky to be had. Priced moderately.

• PIMM'S CUP
  One of the best known and best liked summer drinks in Great Britain. Wonderfully cooling and refreshing—an inspiration to gayety and good fellowship. As one of the most famous columnists describes it, "Tastes like lemonade, but knocks your hat off."

• CHRISTOPHER & CO., LTD.,
  wine merchants to His Majesty the King, three centuries of experience in selecting the finest vintages and vattings for the British market. In the confusion surrounding the selection of fine wines, the Christopher label is definite assurance of true quality.

• DELANDE'S CHAMPAGNE
  (English Market)
  An exclusive 1926 vintage selected as one of the finest to be imported into this country. Moderately priced.

Write for prices and discounts to
The Heaton Wine & Spirits Co., Inc.
New York 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Chicago 612 N. Michigan Ave.

promulgated certain rules designed to protect players, and, in an effort to see that such rules were enforced, had employed rangers who were charged with the duty of supervising the course, and enforcing the rules and regulations prescribed by the owner.

"There is evidence that the rules so prescribed were openly violated, and that the defendant owner, through its agents and employees, made no effort to caution offending players or otherwise to discharge the duties imposed by law. Therefore, the liability of the owner was properly submitted to the jury, and the judgment based upon the verdict must be upheld. No error." (160 S. E. 316).

So that was that, and the court concluded by holding both the defendants, player and club, liable for plaintiff's injury. Of course, the liability of the player, upon the facts as they have been outlined, is well supported by the authorities, for the books contain a number of cases in which players have been held liable under like circumstances.

On the other hand, the holding of the club liable, on the grounds set out, appears to be in a class by itself, in so far as other cases are concerned. At least a reasonable search has failed to disclose other cases of this character, in which a golf club has been held liable on the ground of negligence in not enforcing its rules.

However, the case speaks for itself and in the light of its holding, it is clear that the mere making of safety rules is not sufficient to prevent liability for accidents attaching to a club, but that the latter is also under a legal duty to exercise reasonable care in enforcing such rules. Truly, a decision of force and importance on the point involved, and one that may well be had in mind by golf club executives charged with the duty of making and enforcing safety rules for the guidance of players.

To Clean Enamelware
When enamel kitchen utensils appear hopelessly ruined after food has been burned in them, place a mixture of strong soap powder in them and allow to stand three or four days without changing the water. Then pour the water off and rub with a soft cloth. All the blackness will disappear. Do not scrape before soaking as the enamel will crack.